
Began in 1937 emissions by Medium Wave of the future Catholic 
broadcaster Radio Renaissance.

Em1938 began broadcasting as a organ of the Church. The history 
of the Renaissance is long and has followed the evolution of 
Portuguese society, marking it indelibly and continuously adapting 
to new scenarios political, social and technological. Currently, the 
station is part of a Catholic media group composed of four channels 
with programming that are not really general, orients itself 
depending on specific sectors of the hearing, seeking to serve the 
information needs, training and education, entertaining Hearing 
that, true, has overseen the growth and diversification of this group 
of channels, said Cavaco Silva as the delivery of the degree of 
"Honorary Member of the Order of Merit 'in last Monday at the 
Palace of Belém | PLAY |

Results of a movement to mobilize opinion that was based on 
articles published in the press, the foundation of the Renaissance 
derives from combining the efforts of the Catholic Church and its 
faithful, to endow Portugal with a station that could compete with 
any other and serve the needs of the Catholic Apostolate.

The Issuer has offered to Catholic, from its foundation to be a 'good' 
radio, doing what others do, but in light of the tenets of the Church. 
Channel 1 of the Renaissance, clearly shows a conscience of his 
active role in society, acting as liaison between various sectors, 
through programming pluritemática and communication that seeks 
an understanding of the themes explored, not to mention the aspect 
of entertainment and distraction, as he explained the chairman of 
the management group r / with Renaissance Multimedia 
Communication, Canon John Aguiar at the reception of the degree 
of "Honorary Member of the Order of Merit" that the President gave 
to Radio Renaissance (RR), on the occasion of his 75th birthday. | 
HEAR |

The expansion has always been a major objective of this group, 
owned largely by the Catholic Church. In the 90s, the Renaissance 
Group launched a new channel, but also general dedicated to a 
younger audience and urban development. The RFM has grown 
and with it your audience, the main reason for the creation in 1998 
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of a new station (Mega FM), to follow the tastes of students in 
secondary and higher education, which occupies its broadcasts with 
music,dynamic speech (and very characteristic), little publicity and 
news about music stars. More recently, radio SIM seek to recover 
the style of the old woman Medium Wave, seeking to serve the 
interests of a group of listeners long abandoned by the radio in 
Portugal.

In mainland Portugal, Madeira, the Azores, the rest of Europe and 
all over the world can hear the Voice of the Issuer Catholic, always 
with the purpose of monitoring those who hear it, and defend the 
Portuguese language and culture,a Christian perspective of today.
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